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Undergraduate and Graduate Studies

Undergraduate and Graduate Studies Commission

Director: Daniela Willi-Piezzo

Studies coordination and development
Head: Daniela Willi-Piezzo

Higher Education and Teacher Training
Head: Fulvio Poletti

Career, Experience and Study Advisory
Head: Enrico Rossi
SUSSI
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Research, Development and Knowledge Transfer

Research Commission

Research, Development and Knowledge Transfer
Director: Giambattista Ravano

Research, Development and Knowledge Transfer Service
SUPSI
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Administrative Services

Adminstrative Services
Director: Renato Bernasconi (from 1.11.2020)

Finance and Controlling
Head: Alessia Neviani

Human Resources
Head: Patricia Girolmetti

Information Technology
Head: Gabriele Guerra

Real Estate and Facility Management
Head: Domenico Iacobucci

Day Nursery
Head: Elena Giambini